
2 INCH ALUMINUM BLINDS

COLOR OFFERINGS

KEY FEATURES
Offering maximum strength and contemporary styling, our 
2” metal blinds offer the traditional look of 2” slats with 
superb flexibility in light control.  Best in class durability 
with heavy duty slats of .008” aluminum and a steel 
headrail measuring 2” x 2 1/4”. 
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Heat treated, spring tempered aluminum slats bounce back 
instead of bending, delivering best-in-class durability
Clutch tilter prevents over-rotation of slats, prolonging 
the life of each blind, available as wand or cord tilt
Closed oval steel bottomrail provides optimal strength to 
prevent bowing
Limited Lifetime Warranty
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TECHNICAL DRAWING
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1.  Slat
2.  Headrail
3.  Headrail End Cap
4a.  Installation Bracket
4b.  Intermediate Support Bracket
5a.  Universal Tape Roll
5b.  Cable Tape Grommet
6.  ape Roll Support - Ladder
7.  Cordlock
8a.  Wand Tilter
8b.  Tilter Protector
9.  Wand
10.  Tilt Rod

11.  Cable Tape Ladder
12a.  Lift Cord
12b.  Lift Cord Grommet
13a.  Cord Stop
13b.  Safety Tassel Grommet
14.  Bottom rail
15.  Bottom Rail End Cap
16.  Tape Button
17a.  Tassel Cord
17b.  Tassel Washer
17c.  Tassel

OPTIONAL COMPONENTS
18a.  Cord Tilter
18b.  Tilt Cord 1.4MM
19a.  Extension Bracket
19b.  Long Extension Bracket
19c.  ExtensionBracket Screw/Nut
20a.  Hold-Down Bracket (jamb)
20b.  Hold-Down Bracket (sill)
20c.  Hold-Down Pin
21.  Standard Valance
23.  Valance Clip

STANDARD COMPONENTS

2 INCH ALUMINUM BLINDS
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24a.  Decorative Ladder Tape
24b.  Tape Roll Support-
         Decorative Ladder
24c.  Decorative Tape Pin
25.  Standard Valance
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SPECIFICATIONS

HEADRAIL:  Headrail shall be a 2” high by 2 1/4” deep. “U” shaped channel section fabricated from .019” thick (before 
coating) sheet steel.  Rolled edges at top with a prime coat of vinyl primer and finish coat of polyester baked enamel.

HEADRAIL HARDWARE:  Metal Hardware shall be electroplated with lift cords and ladders guided by acetyl low 
friction thermoplastic grommets in the head channel that prevents wear and discoloration.

BOTTOMRAIL:  Shall be .025”inch thick rolled tubular steel with equal paint finish as headrail.

SLATS:  Slats shall be aluminum alloyed for maximum strength, flexibility and resistance to internal and external corrosion.  
Slats shall be nominally 2-inches wide.  Slats shall have a pre-coating treatment to bond the polyester baked enamel finish 
coating.  A properly formed contour creates the finished crown with corner radius of 3/16-inch.  Slat thickness and ladder 
support distances shall be such that there is no visible sag.

TILT ROD SUPPORT:  Provides support for tilt rod and shall be acetyl low friction thermoplastic.  It shall provide a smooth 
bearing and center the ladder drum over the ladder hold.

LADDER DRUM:  Ladder drum shall be .020” thick electroplated steel.  The standard braided ladders are attached by 
crimp-on sleeve located on the top of the drum.  Optional cloth tapes are attached by a locking prong, located on the 
top of the ladder drum, which secures the tape to the drum.

CORD LOCK:  Cord Lock shall be snapped into the headrail and incorporate a floating locking pin.  The freely rotating locking 
pin shall offer minimum wear to cord.  Cord lock shall incorporate a crash-proof safety feature that shall lock blind 
automatically upon release of cord. 

TILT MECHANISM:  Shall be of a worm and gear arrangement in a totally enclosed gear case (housing).  The worm (tilter 
shaft) shall be of clear polycarbonate, the gear of nylon and the gear housing of acetyl thermoplastic.  The tilter shall be 
designed for smooth low friction operation and shall hold slats at any angle with no movement of slats due to vibration.  Tilter 
shall be a snap-in component allowing for field removal if required.

TILT WAND:  The tilt wand shall be a clear polycarbonate solid rod with a hexagonal shape, measuring approximately 
5/16” across the points.  The wand shall be sufficient length for easy operation.  Wand shall be attached to the tilter shaft by 
means of a hook and sleeve and shall be easily detached and reattached in the field.   

TILT ROD:  Shall be high grade anti-corrosive aluminum measuring one-quarter inch across at its points.

BRAIDED LADDERS (SLAT SUPPORTS):  Shall be of braided polyester yarn and provide maximum strength and flexibility with 
minimum stretch.  Horizontal components (rungs) shall not be less than two threads.  Distance between end ladder and end 
of slats will not exceed 6-inches.  Distance between ladders will not exceed 24-inches.

LIFT CORD:  Shall be braided polyester.  Size of cord shall be 1.4 mm.

INSTALLATION BRACKETS:  Standard hinged cover end support brackets of electroplated steel with finish coat of baked on 
polyester enamel in color to match headrail.

INTERMEDIATE SUPPORT BRACKETS:  Shall be furnished for blinds over 48-inches wide.  Maximum spacing for 
intermediate support brackets is 60-inches.

EXTENSION BRACKETS:  Optional extension brackets are available.

HOLD-DOWN BRACKETS:  Universal hold-down brackets for sill or jamb installations are available upon request.

END STIFFENERS:  To add rigidity to the headrail, electroplated steel end stiffeners shall be inserted at each end of the 
headrail.  

VALANCE:  A single slat channel valance is standard.  Returns are standard on outside mount blinds.

SIZE LIMITATIONS:  Maximum Width: 142-inches, Maximum Drop: 126-inches

COLOR:  Color of headrail, bottomrail, ladder, cord and plastic accessories shall coordinate with the slats.
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